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I. INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 2017, artist Sam Durant’s exhibition Scaffold evoked the collective memory of atrocities committed against the Dakota people.¹ The sculpture represented seven gallows used in
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historic U.S. government executions, including one used in 1862 in Mankato, Minnesota for the mass execution of thirty-eight Dakota prisoners—the “Dakota 38.”

The Walker Art Center ("Walker"), located in Minneapolis, Minnesota commissioned Scaffold for placement in the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden as part of a multi-million-dollar renovation. Durant intended his artistic expression to be retrospective of “the difficult histories of the racial dimension of the criminal justice system in the United States, ranging from lynchings to mass incarceration to capital punishment.” But to the Dakota, Scaffold represented a clear, personal reminder of a painful time in their tribe’s history.

In the Walker’s Open Letter ("Open Letter") regarding Sam Durant’s Scaffold, the Walker acknowledged “that the artist’s intent to create a work meant ‘as a space of remembering’ may [have been] misread.” The Walker admitted its mistake in showcasing Scaffold in the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden, a Minneapolis city park, without any interactive educational explanation. The Open Letter states: “Because the structure can serve as a gathering space, which allows visitors to explore it in un-ceremonial ways, we realize it requires heightened attention and education in all of our visitor orientation

2. Id.
5. Kerr, supra note 3.
7. See Minneapolis Sculpture Garden Reconstruction and Cowles Conservatory Renovation: Public Hearing, MINNEAPOLIS PARKS & RECREATION Bd. (Apr. 15, 2014), https://www.minneapolisparks.org/_asset/ml5dky/mpls_sculpture_garden_public_hearing_presentation.pdf [http://perma.cc/YBG8-V7LV]. The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board owns the land on which the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden is located. Id. In 2015, the state of Minnesota issued an $8.5 million general obligation bond, and the Mississippi Watershed Management Organization provided a $1.5 million grant to fund a $10 million reconstruction for the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden. Id.
8. Viso, supra note 6.
and interpretation.\textsuperscript{9} Durant removed \textit{Scaffold} after much controversy and strong opposition from Dakota elders.\textsuperscript{10} Durant also transferred the intellectual property rights of \textit{Scaffold} to the Dakota people.\textsuperscript{11}

The recent \textit{Scaffold} controversy was not about artistic expression protected under the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment. Instead, the controversy exposed the Walker’s failure to address the “complex questions” that \textit{Scaffold} raised and its failure to engage with the Dakota people prior to commissioning a structure for remembrance.\textsuperscript{12} Summarily, the \textit{Scaffold} controversy made the public aware of how Native people are excluded from mainstream art culture.\textsuperscript{13}

This article begins by briefly exploring the turbulent history shared between tribes native to the upper Midwest and the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{14} After reviewing the course of events that led to the execution of the Dakota 38,\textsuperscript{15} this article views the complex questions \textit{Scaffold} raises in light of First Amendment protections.\textsuperscript{16} After demonstrating the underlying problem in the Walker’s actions\textsuperscript{17} and explaining how engaging contemporary Native artists will benefit both museums and society,\textsuperscript{18} this article ends by discussing ways to avoid further marginalization of Native art.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{9} Id.


\textsuperscript{11} Id.

\textsuperscript{12} See Viso, supra note 6 (acknowledging “complex questions” raised by \textit{Scaffold} and discussing Sam Durant’s intent to create a “space of remembering”).


\textsuperscript{14} See infra Part I.A.

\textsuperscript{15} See infra Part I.B.

\textsuperscript{16} See infra Part III.

\textsuperscript{17} See infra Part IV.

\textsuperscript{18} See infra Part V.

\textsuperscript{19} See infra Part VI.
II. HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

A. Tribal History in the Upper Midwest

Initial contact between Europeans and Indian tribes in Minnesota was rooted in trade. “Over a 200-year span beginning in the mid-1600s, European traders exchanged manufactured goods for valuable furs with Indian people.”20 French fur traders operating in Montreal and Quebec moved south and west to trade with various Minnesota tribes, including the Dakota.21 As the European fur trade declined in the early 1800s, “it became a matter of survival [for the Dakota] to enter into exchanges of land for money, goods, and services; to maintain their welfare; and to pay off debts claimed by traders.”22

In 1805, the Dakota ceded more than 100,000 acres of land to the United States near where the Mississippi River and the Minnesota River meet in exchange for miniscule reimbursement.23 Seven tribal leaders attended the 1805 land cession negotiations, but only two leaders signed the treaty.24 Such a lopsided and unfair transaction was standard practice for U.S. government officials negotiating with tribes in the nineteenth century.25 During negotiations, tribal leaders and members generally did not read English, forcing them to rely on U.S. government officials for representation of what they were agreeing to when signing the treaties.26 Government-paid translators seemingly addressed the language barriers between tribes and government officials,27 but it

23. The US-Dakota War of 1862: Minnesota Treaties, MINN. HIST. SOC'Y, http://www.usdakotawar.org/history/treaties/minnesota-treaties [https://perma.cc/AZ4C-BMB9] (last visited July 2, 2018) (explaining that although the land was valued by the U.S. government at around $200,000, compensation paid to tribal leaders equaled about $200 in “gifts” and another $2,000 the U.S. Senate elected to send the tribe as “payment”).
24. Id.
27. Id.
seems unlikely that these translators provided an authentic representation to the tribal leaders of what was truly being exchanged through the treaty.\textsuperscript{28}

The U.S. government was interested in Indian-held lands in Minnesota during the nineteenth century for two primary purposes: (1) establishing sites for military forts; and (2) acquiring farmland for white settlers.\textsuperscript{29} Pike’s Treaty—signed on September 25, 1805—is the first example of the U.S. government seizing land for military use and agricultural settlement in this region.\textsuperscript{30} In negotiating this treaty, U.S. Army personnel who met with Dakota leaders were openly seeking land for future military sites.\textsuperscript{31} Subsequent treaties, signed from 1837 to 1852, took even more land from Dakota and Ojibwe tribes.\textsuperscript{32} When Minnesota became a U.S. territory, pressure from settlers and the U.S. military on Native groups in the region increased and eventually forced Native people off their land.\textsuperscript{33}

In addition to lopsided land negotiations, the U.S. government employed policies designed to force tribal relocation and assimilation. Relocation policies systematically removed tribes from their ancestral lands and forced occupancy on land within reservation boundaries.\textsuperscript{34} Assimilation policies stripped Native people of their languages, religions, cultures, and traditions.\textsuperscript{35}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{28} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{29} F. Paul Prucha, \textit{The Settler and the Army in Frontier Minnesota}, \textit{29 Minn. Hist. 231} (Sept. 1948), http://collections.mnhs.org/MNHistoryMagazine/articles/29/v29i03p231-246.pdf [https://perma.cc/W5A2-NJVN].
  \item \textsuperscript{30} \textit{The US-Dakota War of 1862: Minnesota Treaties}, supra note 23.
  \item \textsuperscript{31} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{32} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{34} \textit{See Indian Treaties and the Removal Act of 1830}, U.S. Dep’T State, https://history.state.gov/milestones/1830-1860/indian-treaties[https://perma.cc/6RQA-FJAT] (last visited July 2, 2018). Federal removal policies became official when the Indian Removal Act passed in 1830. \textit{See id.} This policy transitioned to the Reservation Era, where tribes were relocated to tracts of land determined by the federal government, leading to hardship for Indian communities. \textsc{Matthew Fletcher}, \textit{Federal Indian Law} § 1.3 (2016).
  \item \textsuperscript{35} Assimilation policies in the U.S. developed the practice of “civilizing” Indian people into mainstream, white culture by removing children from their homes to educate them in urban boarding schools; forcing Indian families to begin
B. The Dakota Conflict

In response to densely populated urban centers in eastern states and ongoing immigration from Europe, Congress passed the Homestead Act in 1862, offering millions of acres of free or discounted land to white settlers willing to farm it.\textsuperscript{36} This displaced Native people to very small tracts of land that were often barren of the natural resources necessary to grow food, hunt, or fish.\textsuperscript{37} Consequently, tribal members across central and southern Minnesota faced large-scale starvation in the months to come.\textsuperscript{38} Because of treaties with the U.S. government prior to 1862, tribes had come to rely on government rations and annuity payments that were promised in exchange for giving up their much-needed natural resources.\textsuperscript{39} Unsurprisingly, these payments and rations often went missing, were stolen, or otherwise never arrived as promised—the treaties were dishonored.\textsuperscript{40}

With their fertile lands taken from them, negotiated payments and rations unavailable, and settlers competing with the tribes for game animals and fish, Native people in the region were in dire straits.\textsuperscript{41} Tribal officials reached out to the U.S. government’s regional Indian Agent, Thomas Galbraith, but no solutions were reached.\textsuperscript{42} “We have waited a long time. . . . We have no food but here these stores are filled with food. We ask that you, the agent,
make some arrangement so we can get food...” Taoyateduta, the Chief of the Mdewakanton Dakota, keenly observed that government stores were full and agricultural products in the region were plentiful, yet the government would not share with the Dakota people. Furthermore, government payments to the Dakota were delayed, and local traders, fearing nonpayment, cut off credit to Dakota hunters. Rather than watch their loved ones starve, Dakota warriors broke into one of the nearby food stores. When confronted, their actions escalated, and the Dakota hunting party killed five white settlers. This was met with hostility, and war between Native people and white settlers erupted.

The 1862 Dakota War was one of the bloodiest and most consequential conflicts in American history. “[I]t launched a series of Indian wars on the northern plains that did not end until 1890 with the massacre at Wounded Knee in South Dakota.” Many people died over the course of the month-long conflict. Eventually, the Dakota warriors were put on trial. More than 300 Dakota were sentenced to death, and on September 28, 1862, the Dakota 38

43. Id. (quoting Little Crow (Taoyateduta), Mdewakanton Dakota, speaking to agent Thomas Galbraith in 1862).
44. Id.
45. Id.
48. Id.
49. Id. The government was initially slow to send troops due to the Civil War. Id.
54. Id.
were hanged under Lincoln’s authorization. Unfortunately, this proved only the first of many recriminations the Dakota endured.

Speaking to a legislative session shortly after the Dakota Conflict, Minnesota Governor Ramsey stated: “Our course then is plain. The Sioux Indians of Minnesota must be exterminated or driven forever beyond the borders of Minnesota.” Dakota people who surrendered after the conflict, and not sentenced to death or imprisonment, were removed to an internment camp at Fort Snelling.

Then, Minnesota settlers attacked the Dakota people on their march to Fort Snelling. While being held at Fort Snelling, an estimated 300 more Dakota died from starvation, measles, and various diseases. The Dakota who survived the winter at Fort Snelling were then moved to another internment camp located in South Dakota.

III. FRAMING CONTROVERSY IN HISTORY AND TODAY

Fast forward to the summer of 2017, where Scaffold reintroduced the conflict that led to the Dakota 38, effectively reopening the wounds felt since 1862. The Walker fell short in framing the controversy generated by Scaffold in its Open Letter stating, “Durant’s sculpture raises complex questions about how contentious moments in history are remembered.” Labeling the largest mass execution in U.S. history—not to mention the other brutal acts committed by local militia and federal troops against the Dakota after their defeat in the 1862 Dakota War—as “contentious

55. Id.
58. Id.
59. Id.
61. Viso, supra note 6.
moments in history\textsuperscript{6} is a gross understatement of the brutality that followed the War. The Walker’s choice to characterize controversy in this way served only to further marginalize the Dakota. But, the Open Letter appropriately recognized that Scaffold raised “complex questions” about remembrance for the Dakota.\textsuperscript{63}

The Scaffold controversy also raised questions about whether its removal, on the basis that it was offensive or insensitive to the loss experienced by the Dakota,\textsuperscript{64} is contrary to the belief that artistic expression should not be silenced in a free and democratic society.\textsuperscript{65} For example, the Dakota were free to exercise their own free speech by voicing their objections to Scaffold or declining to visit.\textsuperscript{66}

A. The Impact of Art in Public Spaces

Controversy and disagreement about artistic representations of Native people in public spaces in Minnesota is not new; it began with the opening of the Minnesota State Capitol in 1905.\textsuperscript{67} Under Minnesota law, all Capitol art “possess[es] historical value for the people of Minnesota,” and no Capitol art can be “relocated or removed” without approval of the Minnesota Historical Society.\textsuperscript{68} Yet, Native people and tribal leaders have voiced concern about, and called for the removal of, paintings in the Capitol that depict American Indians which the State deems historical, but Native people view as historically inaccurate, insensitive, and offensive.\textsuperscript{69}

The 2017 restoration of the Minnesota State Capitol building presented a significant opportunity for Native people and tribes to have their perspectives heard about art depicting Native people in the Capitol building.\textsuperscript{70} In 2011, the Minnesota State Legislature and


\textsuperscript{63} See Viso, supra note 6.

\textsuperscript{64} Miranda, supra note 10.

\textsuperscript{65} Id.

\textsuperscript{66} See infra Part V.


\textsuperscript{68} MINN. STAT. § 138.68 (2016).

\textsuperscript{69} Reconciling History, supra note 67.

the Governor created a twenty-two member Minnesota State Capital Preservation Commission (the “Commission”) to review and make recommendations on “the purpose, placement, display, conservation, and preservation of art in the Capitol.” The Commission established a Subcommittee on Art in the Capitol (the “Art Subcommittee”), composed of fifteen Governor-appointed members, which included individuals “who have a wide range of expertise in art, history, American Indian and Minnesota culture, and architecture.” With nearly 300,000 annual visitors to the Capitol, the Art Subcommittee held eleven statewide meetings to obtain public input on “the Capitol’s visitor experience” and to develop a vision statement on the role and purpose of art in the Capitol.

One of the themes the Art Subcommittee identified in the vision statement was that the role and purpose of Capitol art was the importance of ensuring that “art depicting native peoples provides a full description of the historical events depicted in the art and the artistic interpretations, including American Indian perspectives.” To provide expertise in American Indian culture, the Governor appointed Gwen Westerman (Dakota) and Anton Treuer (Ojibwe) as members of the Art Subcommittee. Westerman and Treuer advocated that the five

71. SUBCOMMITTEE ON CAPITOL ART, supra note 70, at 6.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id. at 11.
paintings depicting Native peoples of Minnesota be moved from the Capitol to a space (such as the Minnesota Historical Society) that allows for more extensive interpretation. When explaining how art depicts Native people, Westerman commented:

Our society remains constrained by images that depict Indians as violent, treacherous, and racially inferior, and by a reliance on warfare as the chronological markers of history. . . . This is how Dakota people are depicted in the Capitol, and it often serves as justification for continued vilification of our Dakota people today. . . . It is time to move the paintings of the stereotyped uncivilized and savage Indian—we are human beings with a rich and enduring culture.

Professor Treuer emphasized the need for art placement at a location able to educate and provide context, stating:

We need to move offensive art from the Minnesota state capitol to a venue that will let us contextualize, learn from, and appreciate them. The reason this decision has been so difficult is because it is really a contest between two positive public “goods”—healthy inclusive politics on the one hand and unfettered timeless freedom for artistic representation in the capitol on the other.

The Art Subcommittee also consulted with Minnesota’s eleven Indian tribes in an effort to understand their “perspectives on the historical context of existing art in the Capitol,” and met individually with leaders of nine tribes. Tribal leaders consistently expressed concern about the painting “Father Hennepin at the Falls of St. Anthony”—located in the Governor’s Reception Room—because of its inaccurate representation of the relationship between Father Hennepin and Minnesota Native peoples.

---

78. Westerman, supra note 77, at 1; Treuer, supra note 77, at 2.
80. Treuer, supra note 77, at 1.
81. SUBCOMMITTEE ON CAPITOL ART, supra note 70, at 22.
particularly Dakota leaders, strongly recommended the “Treaty of Traverse des Sioux” be removed from the Governor’s Reception Room in the Capitol because its location served as “the backdrop for virtually every important gubernatorial bill signing, press conference, or guest appearance taking place in the Governor’s Reception Room.”

Tribal leaders recommended that these paintings be removed from the Capitol, “or from their ‘priority of placement,’ to a place where they could be properly interpreted.”

Because all Capitol art are state assets controlled by the Minnesota Historical Society— whose primary objective is the preservation of Capitol art—the removal of all paintings Native peoples deem inaccurate or offensive was not practical. However, the Art Subcommittee could make recommendations on the placement and use of the art in the Capitol. Due to the Art Subcommittee’s extensive work, the significant input by tribal leaders, and committee members Westerman and Treuer, the most controversial paintings were either relocated to other, less prominent areas within the Capitol or they were moved to the Minnesota Historical Society. Even so, the question of whether the new locations for these paintings depicting Native people will allow for more extensive interpretation is unknown.

B. Background on Art and the First Amendment

Throughout American history the First Amendment is often the focus of discussion regarding art presentations and continues to be a contemporary area of concern. Congress specifically addressed the need for encouraging and protecting the arts when it codified the National Endowment for the Arts (“NEA”) in 20 U.S.C. § 954.

---

83. SUBCOMMITTEE ON CAPITOL ART, supra note 70, at 25.
84. Id. at 24.
85. MINN. STAT. § 138.68 (2016) (“No monument, memorial or work of art shall be relocated or removed from, or placed in such areas or altered or repaired in any way without the approval of the Minnesota State Historical Society.”).
86. SUBCOMMITTEE ON CAPITOL ART, supra note 70, at 2.
87. Bierschbach, supra note 70.
This legislation recognized that art and communicating issues through art is a necessary component of American discourse, as explained in the NEA’s purpose statement: “The National Endowment for the Arts is an independent federal agency that funds, promotes, and strengthens the creative capacity of our communities by providing all Americans with diverse opportunities for arts participation.” Through project funding, the NEA highlights the importance of artistic freedoms and of upholding First Amendment protections when controversial art—especially controversial art commissioned in part through federal funding—receives public scrutiny. NEA often grants supplement operating budgets based on private funding or state grants so that artists, museums, and communities can maintain or expand voices, cultural representations, and appreciation in the arts. While the Walker previously hosted exhibits that received NEA grant funding, the Scaffold piece is not one of those exhibits. The funding of Scaffold’s construction and exhibition was exclusively from private resources.


91. See About the NEA, supra note 89.


94. See Alicia Eler, ‘Scaffold’ Sculpture to Be Dismantled, Then Burned in Dakota-Led Ceremony, STAR TRIB. (June 1, 2017), http://www.startribune.com/dakota-elders-gather-at-walker-art-center-to-decide-fate-of-scaffold-sculpture/425508725/ [https://perma.cc/58W2-KCX9] (quoting Park Board Superintendent Jayne Miller, stating that “Scaffold was funded by private money, and no public funds will be used for its dismantling”).
Supreme Court case law spans generations to uphold First Amendment protections of the arts. Showcasing a piece of art that is controversial or offensive to some does not create a situation appropriate for censorship. The government may not discriminate against art on the bases of subject matter, the speaker’s viewpoint, or the speaker’s identity. Regardless of an artist’s identity or message, the First Amendment protects artists and their art.

Discussion surrounding the Walker’s commission of Scaffold extended to concerns about the First Amendment’s protection of artistic expression, Scaffold’s placement in the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden—public land—and the use of public funding for museum projects. Protecting art and artistic expression by government grant funding or through the active practice of applying First Amendment arguments does not extend to museums commissioning projects in a way that excludes Native voices.

Criticism of the Walker excluding Native voices in the commission of Scaffold is very different from discussions about the First Amendment or government censorship. The Scaffold project received no NEA grant funding, no government attempted to censor Durant’s work, and no government called for the dismantling of the Scaffold piece. In response to a question related to the National...
Coalition Against Censorship’s concern that dismantling Scaffold was a form of censorship, the artist, Sam Durant, stated:

Censorship is when a more powerful group or individual removes speech or images from a less powerful party. That wasn’t the case. The Dakota are certainly not more powerful, in political terms, or in terms of the international art world. I could have said at any point, “No, I want the work to stay up as it is, end of story. Walker, you deal with it.”

Thus, Durant voluntarily agreed to dismantle Scaffold. The artist was not regulated, controlled, or fined by a government entity. Scaffold’s commission and exhibition by the Walker, followed by its subsequent removal, is not a First Amendment issue. The focus here is on cultural and historical exclusion, not constitutionality.

IV. Affected People Are Excluded from Artistic and Cultural Representation

Whether the Walker, a contemporary art center, has an obligation to consider the impact of artistic representations of atrocities, such as the execution of the Dakota 38, when planning for the commission of contemporary art is a question to consider.

The Walker’s former Director, Olga Viso, sought out Scaffold. Ms. Viso first viewed Scaffold several years ago on exhibition in Europe. She proposed the exhibit to the Walker, and “the board signed off on the $450,000 purchase in 2014, according to minutes from the Walker board’s acquisition committee.” The Walker has since “acknowledged that it should have engaged in a meaningful way with Native American leaders before mounting Scaffold.”

Although the Walker is arguably not financially accountable to the public for Scaffold since the sculpture was privately funded, the
Walker does emphasize education as a core experience for visitors and patrons.\textsuperscript{107} Accordingly, the Walker should hold itself to a higher standard by seeking input and guidance from affected communities when it chooses to commission artistic representations of atrocities.

How images, remembrances, and artistic representations facilitate the understanding of human atrocities has been extensively studied. For example, guidance from experts is generally available for museums and educators presenting information or exhibits about the Holocaust.\textsuperscript{108} Berel Lang, a Professor of Philosophy Emeritus at SUNY Albany, who has written on Holocaust representation, stated:

Writers and artists generally have moral obligations that don’t go away in the act of creations; such obligations then only become more refined and demanding. There is the challenge of combining honesty with dispassion, and at the very least, of avoiding exploitation.\textsuperscript{109}

When art and remembrance or memorial representations intersect, the responsibility is to provide some education about past events or a narrative framework that will guide the perceptions of the visitor.\textsuperscript{110}

the Walker has been partially funded by public means since 1940, beginning with 1939 Works Projects Administration grants. \textit{Id}. The Walker has also received grants from the Minnesota State Arts Board through appropriations by the Minnesota Legislature to the State’s general fund and its arts and cultural heritage fund, including a grant to be funded in 2018. \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{107} See \textit{Education and Public Programs, WALKER ART CTR.}, https://walkerart.org/about/education-public-programs [https://perma.cc/Y34X-QNDW] (last visited July 2, 2018) (“Innovative educational activities and a commitment to providing access to art for all people have been at the heart of the Walker Art Center’s mission since its inception as a public institution.”); see also \textit{Education and Public Programs: Related Articles, WALKER ART CTR.}, https://walkerart.org/about/education-public-programs [https://perma.cc/ZY5V-EVTB] (last visited July 2, 2018).


The fact that Scaffold was a commissioned artist’s creation111 elevated the Walker’s responsibility to provide education or a narrative framework to guide perceptions.

Instead, the Walker failed to engage in a dialogue with the Dakota in preparation for the Scaffold exhibit. The museum missed an opportunity to play an important role in giving artistic expression to the testimony, collective memory, and contemporary experiences of the Dakota. In short, the Walker’s process of commissioning Scaffold excluded affected Native people from the artistic and cultural representation of their history.

V. ENGAGING NATIVE AMERICAN CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS

Another important question raised through the exhibition is why the Walker has, to date, commissioned only one Native American contemporary artist—Frank Big Bear.112 Engaging more contemporary Native American artists would provide a more inclusive, fuller account of the narratives and experiences of the Dakota and other indigenous peoples. Highlighting more Native American contemporary artists would also give greater form to the experiences of indigenous peoples and move away from the all-too-common artistic expressions that objectify indigenous people without their consent.113

Since the Scaffold controversy, the Walker has taken steps to engage Native American contemporary artists. On September 15, 2017, the Walker organized a roundtable of Native American artists via video conference to discuss the Walker’s exhibition titled Jimmy Durham: At the Center of the World.114 The roundtable organized around questions about Durham’s identity as a Native American and “a larger issue: the dearth of opportunities within the contemporary

ma.cc/UR52-3878].
114. See Sh meltzer, supra note 13.
field for Native American artists." The roundtable discussion centered on two issues: (1) barriers to entry for Native artists into major contemporary art institutions; and (2) the lack of Native American representation among senior staff and boards of such institutions.

One participating Native artist, Candessa Tehee, believes that conversations about Scaffold and “the identity issues of Durham [have] brought forward . . . how much power non-Native curators have in terms of determining what is and what is not valid Native art or indigenous art . . . and . . . [in terms of] sometimes produc[ing] strictures on American Indian artists. . . .” The barriers to entry into the contemporary art world are shared by First Nations’ artists in Canada. One artist aptly summarized these barriers:

The inability to overcome a centuries-old stereotype greatly hinders the ability of Native artists to advance in the contemporary art world. With stagnant concepts of Indian art, contemporary Native art lacks recognition for its intrinsic merits. Further, there is a common resistance to Native art that challenges non-Indian ideas of Indianness.

It is through inclusive dialogue, such as the Walker’s Roundtable, that museums can facilitate genuine connections between indigenous culture and contemporary exhibits of history.

During the Walker Museum’s roundtable discussion, participating artists stressed the need to contextualize Native American contemporary art. Regarding this subject, Jeffery

115. See id. (Discussing why more Native artists are not presented at institutions like the Walker, Whitney, and MoMA, and discussing the controversy about Durham’s identification as Cherokee).

116. Id.

117. Id.


119. See generally Chip Colwell, Native American Art Hasn’t Changed, but Museums Have, APOLLO ART MAG. (Apr. 21, 2017), https://www.apollo-magazine.com/native-american-art-hasnt-changed-museums-have/ [https://perma.cc/NQ9Z-QQKQ] (discussing overcoming a history of exclusion by challenging conceptions about who has the power to decide what art is and by recognizing assumptions about Western ethnocentrism).

120. Schmelzer, supra note 13.
Gibson\textsuperscript{121} said: “[This] just hasn’t been done yet. I mean there is a lot of scholarship that’s been written. But the difference [is] those histories [are] within museology, anthropology, archaeology, [and] it’s a huge leap to suddenly just be working from the perspective of contemporary art.”\textsuperscript{122} Giving context to Native American art within the mainstream art community is difficult for both Native American artists and art institutions, and Gibson notes that mistakes will be made.\textsuperscript{123} Conndessa Tehee\textsuperscript{124} says there is a need for a robust critical review of Native American contemporary art: “It’s either overly celebratory, merely descriptive, or it’s overly critical with a severe focus on authenticity. At this point, for us to be productive, I think we have to move past that, and we’ve got to talk about the art differently.”\textsuperscript{125} To that end, talking about art differently requires inclusion.

The Dakota sought an open and inclusive dialogue about how the power of artistic representations, like Scaffold, affect our understanding of Native peoples’ past and their experiences as contemporary Native people in our society.\textsuperscript{126} In 1969, Vine Deloria, Jr. wrote: “The American public feels more comfortable with the mythical Indians of stereotype who were always THERE.”\textsuperscript{127} Kevin Buryneel explains: “By ‘THERE’ Deloria means temporally located in the past, in colonial time, and spatially located out of sight and mind, on reserved parcels of land.”\textsuperscript{128} Buryneel observed that “in the 1960s indigenous people began to more aggressively assert that their political identity belongs HERE, in the modern area, expressing their political agency against and over the temporal and spatial boundaries that American colonial rule sought to impose on them.”\textsuperscript{129} Scaffold needed contextualization, and engaging the Dakota people before mounting Scaffold would have acknowledged the Dakota people as HERE.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{121} Jeffrey Gibson (Mississippi Band of Choctaw) is a New York-based mid-career multidisciplinary artist who participated in the Walker’s roundtable. \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{122} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{123} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{124} Candessa Tehee, Ph.D. (Cherokee Nation), is a Minneapolis-based artist who participated in the Walker’s roundtable. \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{125} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{126} Eler, \textit{supra} note 111.
\item \textsuperscript{127} Vine Deloria, Jr., \textit{Custer Died for Your Sins} 2 (1969).
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\item \textsuperscript{129} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
Contemporary art institutions would do well to follow the lead of The Center for the Future of Museums ("The Center"), an initiative of the American Association of Museums that studies "the shift to a 'majority minority' society in the U.S." and what this means for museums. One report from The Center states: "at the very least, the definition of 'mainstream' will have to be revised." The report further notes that "the vision of the museum field, our 'preferred future,' is one in which our users reflect our communities." Additionally, The Center’s report notes that low rates of museum attendance by non-whites could be attributed to "subtle forms of exclusion." For example, “African Americans are more likely to attend events characterized by black themes and in which blacks are well-represented among performers, staff, and audience members." The report highlights museums that have developed strong relationships with racially- and ethnically-diverse communities. The Center found that its research was supported by a survey of the Smithsonian National Museum of American History. This survey found that second-generation Latino survey respondents have “very strong expectations that museums should include diverse staff, bilingual interpretation, Latino perspectives and some Latino-themed content.” More simply, broadly representative art is inclusive art, and inclusive art is mainstream art.

Contemporary art institutions must recognize that specific strategies developed for the inclusion of Native American artists will differ from those strategies developed for the inclusion of Latino, African American, Asian Pacific American, or other minority group artists because each group of artists has unique identities and experiences.

131. Id. at 9–10.
132. Id. at 5.
133. Id. at 14.
134. Id. (citing Paul DiMaggio & Francie Ostrower, Participation in the Arts by Black and White Americans, 68 SOC. FORCES 753, 755–78 (1990)).
135. Id. at 15–17.
136. Id.
137. Id. at 14.
VI. CONCLUSION

_Scaffold_ exposed the invisibility of the Dakota people in modern life and the invisibility of Native American artists in the contemporary art world. For Native Americans, maintaining both political identity and cultural integrity is a matter of survival\(^{138}\) and is primarily their responsibility. Native American artists who convey that identity through artistic expression in the contemporary art world risk becoming marginalized.\(^ {139}\) For the Dakota, efforts to assert and protect their political and cultural identities through opposition to _Scaffold_ were marginalized through rhetoric about artistic expression protected by the First Amendment as free speech and about censorship.\(^ {140}\)

By failing to engage the Dakota people in presenting _Scaffold_ as an exhibit, the Walker missed a valuable opportunity to play an important role in giving artistic expression to the testimony, collective memory, and contemporary experiences of the Dakota and other Native peoples. Since _Scaffold_, the Walker has taken steps to engage Native American contemporary artists by organizing roundtable discussions with Native American artists to prevent ongoing exclusion as illustrated by the _Scaffold_ controversy. Moving forward, it is essential to continue to engage Native American contemporary artists and voices to provide a more inclusive, accurate representation of the narratives and experiences of Native people.

\(^{138}\) See _supra_ Part IV.

\(^{139}\) See _supra_ Part V.

\(^{140}\) See Miranda, _supra_ note 10. See generally Jas Chana, NCAC Releases Statement Criticizing Walker Art Center’s Decision to Destroy Controversial Sculpture; UPDATE: Sculpture to Be Ceremonially Buried, NCAC (June 9, 2017), http://ncac.org/blog/ncac-criticizes-walker-art-centers-decision-to-destroy-samdurants-installation [https://perma.cc/8GMA-HYJM] (discussing artistic expression in _Scaffold_).